ScalePrep™ Solution
Achieve Clarity. Fast.

Signature Kit-Based Solutions for Rapid Chiral Resolution
ChiroSolve® Kits
are custom- designed with the
specific needs of Medicinal
and Process/Scale-up Chemists
in mind.

FILTRATE

ENANTIOMER

ScalePrep Solution
Focus:

Process Development Chemists

The ChiroSolve ScalePrep product family
delivers to the needs of chiral Process
Development Chemists by rapidly defining
an optimal, scalable and commercializable
production process for your lead compound.

Benefits: Reduces method development time by

systematically converging on optimal separation
and process efficiency parameters.

Rapid, comprehensive approach
affords process options,
supporting intellectual
property foundation
Easy preparation of enantiomer
for lead optimization and

Yields predictive information on process
scalability in terms of robustness, number of
steps, energy efficiency and process safety

preclinical testing

Short-lists and selects top alternative separation
procedures with focus on cost- and timeefficient path to end result.

manufacturing

Provides a design basis for enantiomer
manufacturing to kilo quantities

development decisions

Self-contained, miniaturized and
standardized kit formatting

Process optimization
for scale up and commercial

Guided path for technology
decision and go/no go

Confidence in selecting product
development candidates and
strategies
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ScalePrep™ Solution
Achieve Clarity. Fast.

ScalePrep Kit-Based Solution For Process/Scale Up Chemistry
Scalable Process Identification in 1 Week
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Step Process

s

STEP 1: Screen for best reagent combination(s)
12 mmol racemate is screened against 384 unique
reagent combinations (in 4 X 96 vial arrays) to identify
comprehensive separation conditions. Crystals form
within 24 hours

Order and use
Optimize kits to
select optimized
condition for each
3 best conditions

Screen racemate
against 384
separation
conditions
choose 3 best
conditions

l

Analysis of crystals to indicate optimum combination
and top alternatives is performed

Method suitable
for manufacturing
scale-up

l

l

Repeat until target
enantiomeric purity
is achieved

Select method
offering fastest
route to pure
enantiomer

Heat, Cool

90% racemate recovered for further purification

s

Choosing 3 ‘best’ separation conditions from STEP
1, fastest route to enantiopure compound is identified

l

s

STEP 3: Optimization of the preferred route

Early, clear definition of optimum and top alternative
solvent and resolving agent combinations for downstream
methods development, scale up and commercial
manufacturing
Rapid optimization of a scalable, consistent and
cost-effective process for producing enantiopure compound

s

ChiroSolve ships a customized Optimize set based
on results of step 2

l

Purpose

s

STEP 2: Definition of fastest route to prepare
enantiopure compound

In parallel, extract
and purify target
enantiomeric salt
using best 3
conditions

Product Includes
Optimize parameters of top separation method by
lA set of 4 SCREEN kits
identifying ideal concentration of solvent; and ideal ratio
lA set of 3 Purify kits (each kit includes recovery solution, filter funnel
between reagents and racemate that offer highest and
with vacuum adapter, filter tips, Filtrate and crystal collection botles, etc.)
purest yield.

l

lOne

Specification
Standard High-throughput polypropylene
plate format compatible with automation
and allows in-place experiment
Streamlined re-crystallization offered
through Purify kit to get pure enantiomer
Finds fastest path to end-point through
parallel exploration within days
Quick determination of best ratio between
racemate/reagent and ideal concentration
of solvents through Customized Optimize
kits defines most economical scale-up
process within days

or more OPTIMIZE kits

Performance
Elapsed time: 2 week
Hands On Work: less than
20 hrs
Delivers: pure enantiomer
with target purity + scalable
optimized step-by-step chiral
separation method

Requiremnts
Minimum of 12 mmol of
starting racemate
Heat plate , Ice bath
Vacuum source
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